360° Coverage from Initial Trip Requests to Post-Flight Reporting

Master your flight scheduling with FltLogic, the only scheduling program that integrates with FltPlan.com. FltLogic offers a comprehensive suite of features from trip requests and approvals to flight planning and post-flight reporting to meet your complex and
CALENDAR
• Choose Monthly, Weekly, or Daily Views
• Custom color code the calendar by aircraft and type of event for easy reference
• Additional calendar views to see all events for one user or one aircraft
• Calendar Only permission to easily see aircraft availability

PRE FLIGHT
• Create and edit single or multi-leg flights, training, maintenance, and other events
• Create and manage aircraft profiles, including type, color and performance data. Aircraft performance ensures the arrival airport can accommodate your aircraft and the selected crew members are available
• Repeat Event option saves time when entering frequent or recurring events. Events can be repeated for up to six months
• Pilot, crew, and passenger information can be carried over when adding additional legs to a scheduled event
• Quick Change option allows for last minute crew and passenger modifications. Changes can be applied to multiple trip legs at once
• Event creation automatically triggers creation of a preliminary flight plan in the captain’s FltPlan.com account
• Event alerts indicate issues such as double bookings, exceeded flight time, or insufficient runway length for selected aircraft at the designated arrival airport
• Additional alerts for duty time violations if the Duty Time function is used
• Scheduler can push a new event notification to all parties assigned to a trip.Schedulers, crew, and passengers who have logged into the FltLogic iOS app will get automatic notifications about new events, as well as event reminders four hours prior to flight
• Search for airport and FBO information or view and book hotel, rental car, catering, and limousine reservations
• Assign departments by user and by leg

View trip details, send trip sheets, and edit events from the calendar. Filter your calendar view by aircraft or pilot, and day, week, or month.
**FLTLOGIC FEATURES**

View your route with a variety of base maps and weather overlay options in FltPlan’s Map Builder.

---

**POST FLIGHT**

- Pilot Log Sheet for post flight reporting can be completed on the FltLogic website, submitted through the FltLogic companion app for Apple and Android Devices, or printed to be manually given to the pilot.
- Track block and flight time, approach, takeoffs and landings, night and instrument hours, fuel burned and purchased, APU, airframe hours and cycle tracking, and HOBBS Time.
- Photograph or upload receipts and/or track expenses by user or by aircraft for reimbursement after a trip.
- Pilot Duty Time Report - updated with post-flight reporting to show PIC hours, SIC hours, night hours, IFR hours, IFR approach, day takeoffs and landings, night takeoffs and landings, Part 91 or Part 135, remarks.

**LOCATIONS**

- Quickly reference airport and FBO information on FltPlan.com - details like customs services, frequencies, charts, and other information can be instantly accessed on FltPlan.com.
- Add your private hangar information for your home airport.
- Fuel information and pricing is immediately available on FltPlan.com.

---

FltLogic integrates with FlightBridge™ for hotel, rental car, limousine, and catering reservations.
REPORTING

- Pre/Post Flight Hours — graph of historical and projected pilot and aircraft hours
- Pilot Overview — overview of all pilot hours and legs by month with yearly total
- Detailed Pilot Report — individual pilot activity report with monthly and yearly breakdown of: total hours, total number of legs, average hours/leg, total distance (miles and nautical miles), Leg Distance Report: average, shortest, and longest leg totals (miles and nautical miles)
- Aircraft Overview — overview of all aircraft hours and legs by month with yearly total
- Detailed Aircraft Report — individual aircraft activity report with monthly and yearly breakdown of: total hours, total number of Legs, average hours/leg, total distance (miles and nautical miles), Leg Distance Report:
- Passenger Overview — overview of all passenger hours and legs by month with yearly total
- Detailed Passenger Report — individual passenger activity report with monthly and yearly breakdown of: total hours, total number of legs, average hours/leg, total distance (miles and nautical miles), Leg Distance Report: average, shortest, and longest leg totals (miles and nautical miles)
- SIFL Overview (Dollars) Report with total by month and for the year
- SIFL Detail by User — including event name, leg number, role, departure, arrival, distance (miles), arrival time (UTC), fare, user/dependent

FLTLOGIC FEATURES

- Integrated with FltPlan
- Web & App Based
- Reasonably Priced
- Excellent Customer Support
- Simple Design
- Integrated Reservations for Hotels, Transportation, and Catering
Take FltLogic to go with the companion app

- Handy app for pilots and passengers to stay up-to-date with a scheduled event(s)
- Calendar View with color-coding system that matches up with your FltLogic Scheduling Program
- Tap on any event on the calendar to view the Passenger Trip Sheet
- Links to contact crew and passengers by email and phone
- Address and phone numbers for any reservations made in FltLogic Scheduling
- Request Event Form for users to quickly start arranging a new trip
- Take photos or upload receipts and expenses for the user or aircraft
- Event list where pilots view the pilot trip sheet and upload post-flight reporting
- Notification alerts are issued for new trips both immediately and 4 hours prior to departure
- Available for iOS and Android

For more information or to schedule a demonstration, contact us at Support@FltLogic.com or 203-262-8500